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ADVERSITY - is simply defined as “difficulties; misfortune”, and has synonyms of Bad Luck, Trouble,
Hardship, etc. Adversity is the challenge to success and most often is it’s precursor. We all face
adversity in our lifetimes and it has changed us in some way. The thoughts below are from people
you may have heard of discussing adversity.
Success is to be measured not so much by the position that one has reached in life as by the
obstacles which he has overcome.
Booker T. Washington
There is no education like adversity.

Disraeli

I can't change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust my sails to always reach my destination.
Jimmy Dean
I hated every minute of training, but I said, 'Don't quit. Suffer now and live the rest of your life as a
champion.'
Muhammad Ali
If opportunity doesn't knock, build a door.

Milton Berle

Only those who dare to fail greatly can ever achieve greatly.

Robert Kennedy

There is no better than adversity. Every defeat, every heartbreak, every loss, contains its own seed,
its own lesson on how to improve your performance the next time.
Malcolm X

President’s Thinking
By Billy J. Mathis, FCSI, CDT

. I was reminded by a good friend and co-worker that we humans need to learn from our experiences. As
he put it “Experience is THE best Teacher”. Here we are, nine months into this Pandemic. The “panic”
phase is behind us and now we are entering the most dangerous phase, the “where do we go from here”
phase. Uncertainty is the one thing we say we will not tolerate but is the thing we seem to bring to the party
the most.
Also, multigenerational remembrance is something we are not good at. If we were, the Spanish Flu
Epidemic of 1918 should have taught the world a valuable lesson. It did for the next two or three
generations, but the 4th and subsequent generations failed to heed the lessons learned back then since it
hasn’t happened in their span of their collective memory. Because of this we have repeated many of the
same mistakes. With at least 50 million dead worldwide (675,000 in the US Alone), you would think that we
could at least have protocols in place should something like this happens again. But no, we didn’t think, in
this age of high-tech medicine, that something like that could happen again. We were wrong.
I know that the bulk of us want things to go back to normal. I am afraid that “normal” will never return. With
thousands dead and millions infected and working through the various stages of the disease, we can never truly go back to like it was.
Time has taught us many lessons – some learned the hard way. What we need to remember are:
1.

The simple measures to protect ourselves (wash hands, wear a mask, maintain physical distance, avoid large groups) have
worked the best. These simple precautions work as well as any vaccine yet to be released.

2.

We’ve also learned that this virus can be aerosol transmitted at distances greater than 6 feet and remain in the air much longer
than originally thought. A scary proposition considering our propensity for gathering together in times of fear or need.

3.

Enclosed spaces, large crowds, and poor ventilation have now been shown to contribute significantly to rapid infection rates.
Another reason why our genetic need to gather is not a good thing. Using today’s technology can be part of helping us to not
feel isolated and alone, especially during the upcoming holidays.

One of the biggest challenges facing us now are the holidays. The time when families come together in multi-generational gatherings to
celebrate many things, both personal and religious. Here you have the very young and the elderly coming together at a time when they
both are highly susceptible to the disease. In addition, many things are shared, families are gathered in very crowded conditions in
homes that are not as well ventilated as needed, and in situations where people are eating and drinking together. There will also be
copious amounts of hugging and kissing going on between aunts and nieces and nephews, grandparents, and grand kids, and so forth.
In this environment, the potential for a Covid-19 outbreak is increased to almost unbearable limits. How do we handle this:
1.

Ignoring the situation is not a solution, neither is trying to rebel just because you think it is your right. While you may have the
right to personally not wear a mask, you do not have the right to spread the disease around by not wearing one in public.
Consider others in your actions and take the simple and free precautions available to all.

2.

Consider getting together virtually, sharing meals online using the technology so readily available. While part of the desire to get
together is the food and the company, smaller feasts served in multiple locations and connected using wi-fi cameras and
systems, could produce many of the same feelings. It won’t be the same, but it should only be for one year. Just think how great
it will be next year when this is all behind us and we can come together again.

3.

Finally, we need to listen to the Experts - Doctors, nurses, and scientists don’t lie. We can trust that they know what they’re
talking about. Trust the information from the scientific and medical communities, not random bovine excrement (BS) that we
hear on social media. Get the facts and use them to guide you in doing what is right for your situation.

There is some good news coming down the road. Vaccines have passed milestone after milestone test and are on the verge of
becoming a reality. Whether they are 75%, 90% or 100% effective is immaterial at this point. Vaccines are our best hope of gaining a
foothold in the fight against this pandemic. Keep in mind that the vaccines will not be the “cure all” we all hope for. We need to
continue wearing cloth masks and respecting others by social distancing which double the effectiveness of any single action.
What the future holds, nobody knows for sure. We will get a handle on the disease and we will get back to some semblance of
“Normal”. We will not be the same, however. There will be thousands of us who die, there will be more thousands of us who will have
long term if not permanent medical issues from this disease. And out innocence and ignorance of just what a pandemic is and how
deadly will be on our minds from this time forward. Will there be others, most likely. This type of disease tends to rear its ugly head
around every 100 years if not sooner. Basically, our situation is like a card game in that the realities of the virus are the cards we’ve
been dealt. We have two options now - we can fold and quit, or we can continue playing with a new strategy based on what we’ve
learned through experience.
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Doctors of Design
Why Design Professionals Should Act More Like Physicians
Article for The Scope (September 2019 issue)—newsletter of the Construction Specifications Institute’s Buffalo-Western NY Chapter
by Kevin O’Beirne, PE

In the Star Trek TV series and movies, the character Dr. Leonard “Bones” McCoy often said, “Dammit Jim, I’m
a doctor, not a miracle worker!” Engineers and architects, however, appear to often adopt this view: “Dammit
Jim, I’m a design professional, not a doctor!” Pity, because design professionals would do well to mimic certain professional behaviors commonly exhibited by physicians.
“Doctors of Design”
Physicians and design professionals have a lot in common. Both sell their time and expertise instead of a
physical product. Both are in the business of solving complex problems for their clients. Both are frequently in
the position of having to use hopefully cost-effective means to diagnose their clients’ problems and determine
suitable solutions. In short, architects and engineers are “doctors of design”, and they are well-advised to act
like it. Some basic means of accomplishing this are presented below.
Virtually everyone, except, perhaps Superman and Wonder Woman, has visited a physician and understands
how doctors typically behave with their clients. Even if you have never seen the individual physician before,
doctors enter the examination room and take it for granted that the patient accepts them as an experienced,
qualified medical professional who has the necessary expertise to diagnose and solve the patient’s problem.

DeForest Kelley as Dr. "Bones"
McCoy on Star Trek: "Dammit
Jim, I'm an engineer, not a
doctor!" (1966-1969, Paramount
Television)

In contrast, engineers and architects, upon being introduced to a new or prospective client, often see fit to immediately present their qualifications and resume, hoping they pass the initial muster to be accepted as reasonably competent.
This immediately places design professionals in a subordinate position relative to problem solving. Perhaps this tendency bespeaks greater insecurity than physicians typically evidence. Interesting how physicians and design professionals approach their
clients from the get-go, isn’t it?
Doctors, architects, and engineers are all required to place foremost in all their endeavors the public’s health, safety, and welfare.
Each is bound by a mandatory code of ethics setting forth required professional conduct. Failure to comply with the mandatory
code of conduct can result in severe disciplinary action by each profession’s state-appointed professional licensing board.
Design professionals and physicians are required by the state to possess a valid license and registration to perform in their respective profession. Both are required to prominently display professional license and registration at their principal place of business for inspection by their clients and the public. This is because the government has deemed medial and design practitioners
to each require substantial, highly specialized, technical education, training, and experience to practice their respective professions. The government also mandates that doctors’, engineers’, and architects’ failures have potential for impacts on public
health, safety, and welfare that are so significant that only certain individuals—to be licensed and registered by the state—are
allowed to practice as physicians and design professionals.

In practicing their profession, doctors and design professionals procure and maintain appropriate professional insurance in the event
they make a mistake or omission. Physicians call it “medical malpractice insurance” whereas design professionals call theirs,
“professional liability insurance”, but both are required for essentially the same reasons: clients deserve
to be protected against incompetent or negligent design professionals and medical doctors.
Despite the numerous similarities between medical practice and design professionals, why do design
professionals typically sell themselves so short and act in a manner that is often very different from how
their medical colleagues comport themselves?

Advice on Risks
Most people are familiar with how their doctor acts in the examination room. The doctor asks several
probing questions to identify your complaint or symptoms; will typically perform a physical examination;
and finally render their advice. A doctor’s advice, except for instructions on medication, is often
presented orally. When giving their recommendations, physicians often sit at a computer console and
type in a written record which they may later share with the patient, if you make the special effort to request it or to look it up via an
online “patient portal”.
Bob Newhart as Dr. Robert Hartley
on The Bob Newhart Show
(1972-1978, MTM Entertainment)

Let’s say, for example, the doctor advises you to go on a diet—perhaps your blood sugar levels are rising, or your “bad” cholesterol is
too high. “You should cut down on the fatty foods and eliminate between-meal snacks and get more exercise, too,” the doc intones.
Perhaps not fully understanding that you are currently receiving Medical Advice, you sigh and respond, “I know, I know. But I never
have time to exercise. I’ll try to do something, sorta, to eat better.” You often don’t really take in that, as you speak, the doctor at the
console is typing furiously. What’s the doc doing?
They are recording your reception of their advice. They are perhaps writing, “Told Mr. Jones to reduce fatty foods and snacks, and to
get more exercise. Mr. Jones declined exercise and did not commit to substantive changes in diet.”
Whoa. Is that what they’re really typing? Well, it’s probably something like that.
Medical malpractice insurance is very expensive and no physician wants their
premiums to increase because of claims asserted against them. With all those
personal injury attorneys constantly advertising in every form of media known to
humanity that they will get you money for this or that omission or negligence by
others, including medical professionals. You can probably bet your boots that the
doctor is writing into their records something similar to the hypothetical quote, above.
Our modern, litigation-prone society virtually requires it.
So, why don’t design professionals do the same thing? After all, aren’t they “doctors
of design”? Aren’t architects’ and engineers’ premiums for professional liability
insurance pretty high even if you have a spotless claims record? Aren’t some clients’
Jane Seymour as Dr. Michaela Quinn on
attorneys ready to send the design professional stern-sounding letters alleging
Dr. Quinn Medicine Woman (1993-1998, CBS Productions)
possible negligence for a variety of situations, sometimes including garden-variety
construction change orders? Yet, design professionals appear to act quite different
from physicians when it comes to creating an appropriate record of risk-related advice and their clients’ associated decisions.

Over the years, I have assisted dozens of teams of design professionals with issues of alleged negligence, always as an advisor to
my employer’s (a consulting engineering firm) legal counsel. In perhaps 90 percent of the cases in which I have been involved, the
design team lacked adequate documentation of their actions, their advice rendered to their client, and how their client accepted or
rejected their advice. In short, as a profession, engineers and architects are often inadequate at recording
their risk-related advice to their clients.
“Risk-related advice” may sound high-falutin’ and rare; however, design professionals render it all the time.
A civil-environmental engineer or an instrumentation and controls engineer may advise a client on the
advantages, drawbacks, costs, accuracy, and operating range of a certain types of flow meter to be used in
monitoring a critical element of the client’s process. An architect may advise a client on sustainable building
materials in pursuit of a desired “green building” certification. There are many other examples. The
outcome of these is uncertain and therefore these discussions are risk-based, professional advice. If the
advice is bad, the client is likely to be unhappy or worse, especially if the client has an aggressive lawyer,

Richard Chamberlain as
the title character on
Dr. Kildare (1961-1966), MGM
Television)

Frequently, the closest things to a record between the project owner and their design professional are basisof-design reports and minutes of design progress meetings and construction progress meetings. Basis-ofdesign reports are often a principal deliverable and subject to review and approval by the client. While
reports often present data and recommendations, they rarely afford the design professional the opportunity
to frankly summarize their client’s preferences that are not fully in accordance with the design professional’s
opinions.

Progress meeting minutes are, of course, typically shared with all participants of the subject meeting. Thus,
when the design professional drafts the minutes of such meetings, it is perhaps understandable that they rarely do not include text
that may provoke or upset their client.
Nevertheless, meeting minutes and records of telephone conversations should include a written record of the risk-related advice
given by the design professional to its client, whether such advice is concerning materials of construction, how aggressively to pursue
enforcing contractual terms and conditions on a delayed contractor or a contractor that performed defective work, or the anticipated
accuracy of the design professional’s pre-bidding opinion of probable construction cost, or many other risk-related matters.
In addition, each time significant, substantive advice is rendered, design professionals may wish to consider providing to clients the
engineering or architectural equivalent of medical doctors’ “informed consent” forms. Doctors routinely do this in their practice to
present important recommendations to patients. For significant matters, doctors often obtain their patient’s written acknowledgment
on the medical consent form, documenting the discussion of the risks of a certain procedure or recommendation. While this makes
sense from the standpoint of risk management and professional liability, many clients of design professionals may be taken aback if
presented with an engineering or architectural “informed consent acknowledgement” form. Do not try it without virtually knowing in
advance how your client will accept it. Design professionals can, however, orally deliver the equivalent of “medial informed consent”
during discussions with their clients, and subsequently document their discussions.
An important difference between physicians and design professionals is that doctors usually do not have a contract with their clients,
giving physicians greater freedom to act on informed consent. If a patient does not sign a medical informed consent
acknowledgement, most doctors will refuse to provide further treatment. Less likely is the design professional who would attempt to

stop performing their services due to a client’s refusal to sign an informed consent acknowledgement; after all, design professionals
typically have a somewhat lengthy written contract for their services, and most people do not sign a contract with their physician. Most
professional services contracts prohibit the architect or engineer from suspending services without proper cause. However, design
professionals can and should make records of such discussions with their clients as a means of managing their own risk.
Reflect on your previous visit with a physician where the doctor discussed with you a recommended procedure or course of action. In
most cases, the physician will spend two or three times as much time outlining the specific risks and alternatives, in addition to
providing their medical opinion. All communications are documented at the time in your medical records created in the ordinary course
of business. In fact, this form of prudent risk management is likely to be considered a generally accepted professional practice.
Beyond ordinary meeting minutes, correspondence, and telephone conversation records, it may also be appropriate for design
professionals to maintain additional records in their project file. Patient privacy statutes help to protect the dissemination of physicians’
records and no such protection applies to design professionals’ files. In fact, when the project is for a public owner, potential exists that
the design professional’s files could be considered a matter of public record. How can sensitive information in the design
professional’s files be protected?
When information in the architect’s or engineer’s files is of a sensitive nature and protection from disclosure is desired, it should be
discussed directly with the design professional’s legal counsel and perhaps, upon transmittal to the design professional’s attorney, be
labeled, “privileged and confidential” to help avoid the unintended embarrassment of the document being shared in the discovery
phase of a lawsuit. Labeling a document as “privileged and confidential” should be done judiciously and intentionally. Documents
should not routinely be so labeled. For the status of “privileged and confidential” to have meaning, any transmittals of documents or
information so labeled must be directed to the design professional’s legal counsel and should never be forwarded or transmitted
without advance direction from the design professional’s attorney. Again, the attorney should be intended recipient.
Laws and regulations governing attorney-client privilege and confidentiality vary considerably and engaging with counsel via privileged
communication when appropriate is a prudent course of action. While it may be very important to maintain a clear record of advice and
the client’s reactions and directions to the design professional, considerable care should be exercised in preparing such documents, in
close coordination with the design professional’s legal counsel.
If an appropriate approach is put in place for establishing and maintaining such a record in the design professional’s project files, for
such a record to be of value to the design professional, it is necessary for project managers to consistently update it—like the physician
does each time they meet with their patient. Project managers need to have an adequate understanding of risk-related matters and,
with their project’s technical discipline leaders, render appropriate advice throughout the project and create a clear, concise record of
discussions and decisions. Drafting such entries promptly is critical, while memories of discussions are fresh and relevant. When
appropriate, preparing and maintaining project “risk registers” may be an effective form of documentation.

Practice within Your Profession and Expertise
Like physicians, design professionals should always understand the limits of their licensure, expertise, and insurance coverage, and
should never practice outside of them. Thus, architects and engineers should typically not give, or be construed as giving, advice on
matters such as appropriate types of insurance and required minimum insurance coverage amounts; nor should they endeavor to
interpret laws; or otherwise practice in the areas of law, insurance, accounting, or any other professions other than that for which they
are licensed, experienced, and insured. After all, you’ve never seen a physician attempting to practice architecture, have you?

Doctors are also often quick to refer a patient to a specialist physician or to say, “You need more tests so we
have better data on which to make a diagnosis.” Design professionals should do the same. Regardless of
whether you believe the owner is counting on you to “know it all”, or if they perhaps expect their design professionals to be omniscient and present excellent recommendations on a shoestring budget without much testing
and data, design professionals should not be pushed into a corner from which they are to render professional
services without necessary disclaimers or specific conditions. In this respect, too, design professionals can often learn from physicians’ professional behavior and the doctrine of “informed consent”.

Conclusions

Gates McFadden as
Dr. Beverly Crusher on
Star Trek: The Next Generation
(1987-1994, Paramount Domestic Television)

In both the practice of design professions and medicine, there are many similarities and, in certain matters, design professionals can perhaps improve their professional behavior while simultaneously reducing their liability
by better-documenting risk-related advice and their clients’ decisions. However, because the practice of medicine and engineering and architecture also have important differences, design professionals should consult
with their legal counsel to determine how best to handle creation and proper risk management of records of
sensitive information.
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Is that Allowed?
Understanding the Various Types of Allowances
by Kevin O’Beirne, PE
Article for The Scope (April 2018 issue)—newsletter of the Construction Specifications Institute’s Buffalo-Western NY Chapter

When one undertakes an activity that involves spending money, whether it’s for clothes
shopping, buying a new automobile, or for a capital project, it’s wise to plan for a modest
contingency, to account for price fluctuations or upgrading to a better, more-expensive item. In
a construction contract, allocating funds in the contract price for such eventualities, and for
deferred decisions on project quality, are called allowances.
There are three, very different types of allowances in construction documents, and many
owners, design professionals, and contractors misapprehend the use of each. The types of
allowances are: (1) contingency allowance; (2) cash allowance; and (3) quantity allowances.
Each is described below:
Contingency Allowances
Even this kid understands allowances

Recognized only in the standard contract documents of the Engineers Joint Contract
Documents Committee (EJCDC), at Paragraph 13.02.C of EJCDC® C-700—2013 (and 2018), Standard General Conditions of the
Construction Contract, contingency allowances are a powerful, convenient, and commonly-used mechanism in EJCDC documents.
A contingency allowance is a contractually-stipulated amount that is part of the construction contract price from the time the contract is
signed and effective. It is wholly separate from any owner’s contingency amount that the owner may prudently have available, in the
owner’s bank account, to fund changes or other unanticipated project costs.
EJCDC C-700 defines a contingency allowance as “for the sole use of Owner to cover unanticipated costs.” Contingency allowances
essentially function as a pre-authorized change order account. (Note: The documents of the American Institute of Architects (AIA) do
not include the concept of contingency allowances. EJCDC C-700’s language on contingency allowances is presented later in this
article.)
The amount of a contingency allowance in a contract varies with the project and the owner’s preferences. When used, a contingency
allowance is often five percent, or less, of the construction contract price estimated prior to bidding or pricing, although there are no
contractual limits on the amount that an owner may authorize for a contingency allowance. For
public work, statutes may limit the amount of stipulated contingency allowances.
Contingency allowances are useful in authorizing changes in the work that would otherwise require
an increase in the contract price, via a change order, often for relatively minor amounts. Without a
contingency allowance, “small” changes in price would have to wait—sometimes for weeks—before
the owner’s governing board authorizes a change order or work change directive. Thus, when used
judiciously, contingency allowances are beneficial for keeping the work moving with fewer
opportunities for delays for change order authorizations by an owner’s governing board.

Some owners like and prefer modest contingency allowances, while others avoid or prohibit contingency allowances—recognizing
that contingency allowances essentially remove from the owner’s governing board, such as a city council or school board, a certain
degree of control over a part of the project’s expenditures.
The cost of the work covered under a contingency allowance is typically negotiated in the same manner as a change order, and are
typically initiated by the engineer transmitting to the contractor a written proposal request presenting the scope and requirements for
the contemplated change. In response, the contractor submits a written change proposal indicating the proposed price impact.
Negotiations on price and scope may follow. If the parties agree on the price and other matters, the change can be authorized in
writing by the owner either (1) as a change order, or (2) as a written allowance authorization issued by the owner’s designated
employee. Because contingency allowances are part of the contract price from the time the construction contract is signed and
effective, the contractor can be eligible for payment of the work authorized in a contingency allowance with the next application for
payment after the work is performed, thus reducing the contractor’s days-revenue-outstanding. The owner benefits from an efficient
process without the sometimes-stressful presentation of a change order for approval by the owner’s governing board, while the
contractor sees reduced delays and perhaps improved cash flow.
If the change(s) authorized under a contingency allowance also affects the contractor’s ability to comply with the contract times, the
necessary change in the contract times must be authorized via a change order. Contract times cannot be changed by a contingency
allowance authorization.
The amount of a contingency allowance authorization typically includes the contractor’s reasonable costs for performing the change,
plus a reasonable or contractually stipulated percentage for the contractor’s overhead and profit for the associated work. Other
costs, such as insurance and bonds, are not typically part of an allowance authorization because the full allowance was already
included in the original contract price and, hence, such costs were included in contract price outside of the contingency allowance.
Contingency allowances are arguably the “correct” mechanism to fairly cover variable costs such as building permit fees, costs of
testing laboratory services furnished by the contractor (for other than code-required tests and special inspections), and other costs,
which specifiers sometimes mistakenly designate as “cash allowances”. The proper use and application of cash allowances is
discussed in the next section of this article.
Some owners and design professionals occasionally opt to include more than one contingency allowance in the same contract. The
usefulness of this is unclear, and the drawbacks include the addition of multiple lump sum pay items while imposing “arbitrary” limits
on the individual components of the total contingency allowance amount, as opposed to having a single contingency allowance that
can be used for any purpose the owner authorizes. This author recommends that the temptation to include multiple lump sum
contingency allowance items be resisted in favor of one lump sum contingency allowance item per contract.
Cash Allowances
Like alternates, cash allowances are a means for a project owner to defer certain decisions on the
project’s quality until pricing for other elements of the work is known. Cash allowances are
contractually-stipulated amounts for purchasing materials or equipment through the contractor.
Often, when a cash allowance is used, the quality of a certain element of the work required by the
contract is basic. The cash allowance permits the owner to direct the contractor to furnish
upgraded items that are a higher-quality or otherwise more attractive than the “basic” item required
by the contract

An example of a cash allowance is for concrete masonry units (CMU). In our example, the work required under the contract includes
plain-faced CMU, but the owner has included a cash allowance—as either a stipulated lump sum or a stipulated unit price (either per
CMU block or per square foot of installed CMU wall) to upgrade the CMU from plain-faced to a more-appealing architectural facing.
In the construction stage, the owner will decide whether to authorize use of the cash allowance after other pricing is known and
compared against the owner’s budget.
Similar to the process described above for a contingency allowance, the design professional will issue a written proposal request to
the contractor requesting a change proposal and indicating the pricing of the desired, upgraded item. In response, the contractor
submits a written change proposal. If the pricing is acceptable, the owner may authorize the change either via a change order or
under the cash allowance. If the owner authorizes use of the cash allowance, a written allowance authorization will be issued to the
contractor, after which shop drawings and other required submittals for the upgraded item(s) are furnished, followed by procurement,
delivery, and installation of the upgraded materials. The amount of the authorized allowance may be less than or equal to the total
cash allowance amount. If the price exceeds the cash allowance, the owner may authorize the entire cash allowance supplemented
by a change order increasing the contract price for the difference between the change proposal amount and the cash allowance
amount.
Cash allowances are addressed in Section 3.8 of AIA® A201TM—2017, Standard General Conditions of the Contract for Construction,
and in EJCDC C-700—2013 (and 2018) Paragraph 13.02.B; the text of both documents regarding allowances is presented later in
this article. As defined by both AIA A201—2017 and EJCDC C-700—2013 (and 2018), cash allowances cover the material cost for
the owner to upgrade a product to be incorporated into the completed work, but do not include: (1) the contractor’s installation cost,
(2) handling costs, or (3) any additional overhead and profit. Such costs are to be included elsewhere in the contract price (typically
in the original contract price at the time the contract is signed) and are not compensated under the cash allowance authorization.
For this reason, cash allowances often require the bidder to bid blindly on the installation and handling
associated with products purchased using a cash allowance. Because of AIA’s and EJCDC’s limiting
language on cash allowances, design professionals and owners should consider using cash
allowances only in circumstances where the upgraded product or work has the same handling and
installation requirements per unit as the “basic” item required by the contract outside of any potential
cash allowance authorization.
Because of the intended use of cash allowances, particularly the requirement that the contract price
(outside of the cash allowance) includes the costs of handling, installation, and overhead and profit for
that element of the work for which a cash allowance is contemplated, cash allowances should not be
confused with EJCDC’s contingency allowances and are not the appropriate mechanism for costs that are indefinite at the time the
contract is signed, such as building permit fees, testing laboratory services furnished by the contractor, reimbursement of costs of
utility companies, and possibly others. Unfortunately, because many owners and design professionals may not fully appreciate this
arguably subtle but very-important differences between cash allowances and contingency allowances, this author has often seen
cash allowances misapplied in construction documents.
When a cash allowance is included in a construction contract, it is incumbent on the owner to decide, as early as possible after
construction starts, on the specific material(s) to be purchased with a cash allowance, to reduce the impacts on the progress of
construction. In fairness to contractors, the construction contract documents should impose on the owner a reasonable time limit by
which the owner is to authorize use of each cash allowance, thus providing to the contractor greater scheduling certainty.

Quantity Allowances
A quantity allowance is a subset of unit price work items. A quantity allowance is a specified
quantity of work for which the bidder furnishes a unit price, although the location of such work and
the precise, required quantity are not known at the time the unit price is submitted in the bid. A
term this author has often see used in lieu of “quantity allowances” is “extra work items” and similar
terms. “Extra work” unit price items are, in fact, quantity allowances.
Quantity allowances are not explicitly covered in either EJCDC or AIA documents. However,
because quantity allowances are an item of unit price work, quantity allowances are thus covered
under the General Conditions’ provisions on unit price work (AIA A201—2017 Section 9.1.2; EJCDC
C-700—2013 Paragraphs 1.01.A.46, 10.06, and 13.03).
Like any other item of unit price work, a quantity allowance on the bid form must include a presumed, stipulated quantity to facilitate
comparison of bids. The unit price for a quantity allowance typically includes the contractor’s cost to furnish and install the required
items, together with the contractor’s other price elements, such as overhead and profit, and a proportionate amount for other, related
costs.
While a quantity allowance is unit price work, obviously not all unit price items are quantity allowances. In “normal” unit price work,
the anticipated extent of the work for each item is shown on the contract drawings or otherwise specified in the contract documents.
In contrast, the drawings do not indicate the location or extent of work associated with a quantity allowance item. In short, the bidder
is required to blindly furnish the unit price for quantity allowance items, without knowing the location of such work, and without
knowing if all the work under the quantity allowance item will be at one locatin or at many different locations.
To illustrate the challenges this poses to bidders, consider a quantity allowance item for providing,
say, 100 feet of additional two-inch diameter rigid steel electrical conduit, which is typically “to be
provided at a location to be designated by the owner’s authorization” (or similar words). In
assigning a price to such an item, while the material cost of the electrical conduit can be
estimated by the bidder with relative ease and accuracy, the bidder has no idea whether a run of
conduit authorized under the quantity allowance item will be required at knee-high level (with a
low associated installation cost per foot) or at 25 feet above the floor with multiple layers of
intervening ceiling panels, piping, ductwork, and existing electrical conduits. Installing the conduit
at 25 feet above the floor would obviously have a much higher installation cost per foot. Also, it is
obviously more-expensive (per foot) to provide ten, separate 10-foot runs of the electrical conduit
in different locations than to provide a single, 100-foot run
Thus, contractors understandably often dislike quantity allowance or “extra work” unit price items. It could be argued that a
contingency allowance is often more-fair to both parties than are quantity allowance items, the unit price of which is usually a guess
on bid day. Thus, quantity allowances may be unfair to either the contractor (if the work ordered proves to be more-expensive than
assumed in the bid day guess), or unfair to the owner (when the quantity allowance’s unit price is based on a bid day guess that was
much more-conservative than the necessary for the work at hand).

In other circumstances, a quantity allowance may be appropriate and fair. For example, on an office buildout, the construction
contract may include a quantity allowance for providing 20 additional, identical cubicle workspaces. The material and installation cost
of each is likely to be the same regardless of where in the open office space they are ordered for installation.
Because quantity allowances are unit price work, their use does not require any construction stage negotiation with the contractor.
Rather, the owner merely issues its written authorization to use a specific quantity of the quantity allowance item and directs where
the work is to be provided.
Specifying Allowances in Construction Documents
While cash allowances and contingency allowances could potentially be stipulated amounts that are part of, but not the entirety of, a
certain lump sum bid/pay item, there is decreased potential for bidders or proposers to overlook, and thus inadvertently omit, required
allowance amounts when the allowances are each allocated their own, separate bid/pay item. When this is done, the bid form usually
has the stipulated amount already indicated before the bidding documents are distributed to prospective bidders. Quantity
allowances, which are unit price items, must, of necessity, have their own bid/pay item(s) each with a stipulated quantity, and for
which the bidder fills in the unit price.
While it is typically not necessary to address allowances in the Instructions to Bidders, EJCDC® C-200—2013 (and 2018),
Instructions to Bidders for Construction Contracts, includes at Paragraph 14.03 the following regarding cash allowances:
A.

For cash allowances[,] the Bid price shall include such amounts as the Bidder deems proper for Contractor's overhead,
costs, profit, and other expenses on account of cash allowances, if any, named in the Contract Documents, in
accordance with Paragraph 13.02.B of the General Conditions.

AIA® A701TM—1997, Instructions to Bidders, does not address allowances.
Allowances are typically indicated in the Bid Form. The AIA does not publish a suggested bid form and
thus offers no model language for incorporating allowances into a bid form. However, EJCDC® C-410—
2013 (and 2018), Bid Form for Construction Contracts, includes model language for contingency allowance
and cash allowance items, as well as for unit price items (the latter can be used for quantity allowances).
EJCDC C-410—2013’s language on cash allowances and contingency allowances is:
Drafter should fill in the amounts below for allowances prior to distribution of Bid Form
Lump Sum for Cash Allowances

$

All specified cash allowances are included in the price(s) set forth above, and have been computed in accordance with Paragraph
13.02 of the General Conditions.
[or] [and]
Lump Sum Con ngency Allowance

$

Allowances also need to be addressed in the Owner-Contractor Agreement’s provision on the contract price. EJCDC® C-520—2013 (and 2018),
Agreement between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price), includes basic, model language for cash allowances.
AIA’s 2017 Owner-Contractor Agreements do not address allowances.
On contracts with numerous bid/pay items, to avoid retyping (transcribing) the bid prices into the Agreement, when the contract documents are finalized for signature by the parties, the Bid Form’s pricing schedule may be attached to the Agreement as an exhibit—thus avoiding the potential
for conflicts between the allowance amounts stipulated in both the Bid Form and the Agreement.
Standard General Conditions typically include general provisions for allowances. AIA A201—2017 includes requirements for cash allowances,
while EJCDC C-700—2013 (and 2018) addresses both cash allowances and contingency allowances, as follows:
Table 1 – General Conditions Provisions on Allowances
®

AIA A201

TM

—2017

§ 3.8 Allowances
§ 3.8.1 The Contractor shall include in the Contract Sum all allowances stated in the Contract Documents. Items covered by allowances shall be supplied for such amounts and by such persons or
entities as the Owner may direct, but the Contractor shall not be
required to employ persons or entities to whom the Contractor has
reasonable objection.
§ 3.8.2 Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents,
.1 allowances shall cover the cost to the Contractor of
materials and equipment delivered at the site and all
required taxes, less applicable trade discounts;
.2 Contractor’s costs for unloading and handling at the
site, labor, installation costs, overhead, profit, and other expenses contemplated for stated allowance
amounts shall be included in the Contract Sum but not
in the allowances; and
.3 whenever costs are more than or less than allowances, the Contract Sum shall be adjusted accordingly by
Change Order. The amount of the Change Order shall
reflect (1) the difference between actual costs and the
allowances under Section 3.8.2.1 and (2) changes in
Contractor’s costs under Section 3.8.2.2.
§ 3.8.3 Materials and equipment under an allowance shall be selected by the Owner with reasonable promptness.

EJCDC® C-700—2013
13.02 Allowances
A. It is understood that Contractor has included in the Contract Price
all allowances so named in the Contract Documents and shall
cause the Work so covered to be performed for such sums and
by such persons or entities as may be acceptable to Owner and
Engineer.
B. Cash Allowances: Contractor agrees that:
1. the cash allowances include the cost to Contractor (less any
applicable trade discounts) of materials and equipment required by the allowances to be delivered at the Site, and all
applicable taxes; and
2. Contractor’s costs for unloading and handling on the Site, labor, installation, overhead, profit, and other expenses contemplated for the cash allowances have been included in the
Contract Price and not in the allowances, and no demand for
additional payment on account of any of the foregoing will be
valid.
C. Contingency Allowance: Contractor agrees that a contingency
allowance, if any, is for the sole use of Owner to cover unanticipated costs.
D. Prior to final payment, an appropriate Change Order will be issued as recommended by Engineer to reflect actual amounts
due Contractor on account of Work covered by allowances, and
the Contract Price shall be correspondingly adjusted.

The General Conditions do not address how the parties will negotiate or authorize use of allowances. Such requirements are
important to the project’s administration and should be addressed in Section 01 21 00, Allowances. CSI MasterFormat® 2016
indicates that Section 01 21 00,
“Includes: administrative and procedural requirements for cash and quantity allowances for products, installation, testing, and
contingencies. Time allowances. In a project manual application, other titles affected by allowances should reference this title.
May Include: allowance amounts and descriptions”.
Despite MasterFormat’s language copied above, this author has never seen the concept of a “time allowance” used in construction
documents. Such a concept is not addressed in standard contract documents in widespread use in North America.
Section 01 21 00, Allowances, should also indicate the specific individual(s) in the owner’s organization who are empowered to
authorize use of allowances, and the mechanism by which such authorization will be given; the Construction Specifications Institute’s
(CSI) Standard Form 2.4A, “Allowance Authorization Form”, is both useful and may be superior to other methods of authorization,
such as e-mail communications. Copies of CSI’s forms are included with purchases of CSI’s Project Delivery Practice Guide and are
also available as a separate purchase from CSI’s online store, as a group (forms are not available individually), as Microsoft Word
files.
This writer recommends that no owner empower its design professional consultant or
construction manager to authorize the use of allowances, because no third-party should be
empowered to spend the owner’s money. Optimally, allowance authorizations should
include the signature of the owner’s employee authorized to spend allowances.
Quantity allowances are also often addressed in Section 01 22 00, Unit Prices, and some
specifiers also indicate lump sum bid/pay items in Section 01 22 00. When language on
allowances is included in Section 01 22 00, it should be well-coordinated with the
allowances indicated in the Bid Form, the Agreement, and Section 01 21 00, Allowances.
To reduce the potential for conflicts in the construction documents, allowance amounts
should optimally be indicated in as few locations as possible.
In individual specification sections in Divisions 02-49 affected by an allowance, CSI
SectionFormat® allocates a provision on allowances in “Part 1 - General”, under the article, “Price and Payment Procedures”, to
include [bracketed text below was added in this article for clarity]:
“List products and work included in the section that is covered by quantity allowances or cash [allowance] amounts. State the
actual quantity or cash [allowance] amounts in Division 01 [Section 01 21 00, Allowances]. Descriptions of products and exe
cution may be included in the appropriate Articles of Part 2 and Part 3 [of this section], and should provide information affecti
ng the cost of the work not included under the allowance, e.g., generic types or sizes affecting installation.”
In general, allowances for a particular work item, such as cash allowances and quantity allowances, require greater efforts for proper
coordination in the construction documents, although even contingency allowances require attention in drafting in properly-written,
well-coordinated construction documents.

Using Allowances on a Project
The design professional or specifier should never take it upon themselves to include any allowance in the proposed construction contract without the express knowledge, consent, and direction of the owner. The advantages and drawbacks of allowances should be
discussed during the design stage and the owner’s direction should be documented in writing.
For public owners, it may be advisable to discuss the matter with, and obtain approval of, the owner’s elected officials (such as a city
council or school board), because some elected officials may view allowances as reducing their ability to control the public entity’s expenditures.
Allowances often provide a powerful and convenient means for an owner to quickly authorize certain changes or selections in the
work, without having to wait for a board or elected officials to convene and take up the matter in a scheduled meeting. Thus, judicious
use of allowances may reduce the potential for certain delay claims, by enabling the owner to respond quickly.
Although they are useful, allowances are monetary amounts only. Depending on when during the construction stage use of an allowance is authorized, changes so authorized could potentially affect the contractor’s ability to comply with the contract times. Allowances
cannot change the contract times, which can be modified typically only via a change order.
A drawback of including allowances—particularly excessive allowance amounts—is that they drive up the price ultimately paid by the
owner due to the associated increases in the cost of the contract bonds, such as a performance bond and payment bond, when such
bonds are required. Because allowances are part of the contract price, they also increase the cost paid for builder’s risk insurance.
At the end of the project, unused allowance amounts, if any, are to be credited back to the owner via a change order. This is often
done via a final change order, which also reduces the contract’s quantities of all unit price items, if any, to match the quantities actually
used.
Conclusions
While allowances can be useful tools for efficiently managing changes and materials selection in a project, their fair, effective use is
less-well understood by owners, design professionals, and specifiers. Proper use of allowances should be done with the full
knowledge and consent of the owner—who should have sole authority to authorize their use—and must be done recognizing the intended use and limitations of each type of allowance. For clarity and to reduce the potential for conflicts and misunderstandings, allowances should be properly and clearly indicated at the locations in the construction documents as recommended by CSI.
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Specifying Practices
Coordinated is the Fifth “C”
by Kevin O’Beirne

A mantra of the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) is that construction specifications should be consistent with “the four C’s”:
clear, concise, complete, and correct. It is difficult to argue with any of those. However, I believe a fifth C is also necessary:
coordinated.
Perhaps the folks tho came up with the four C’s intended that “coordinated” is a subset of “correct” but, in this writer’s experience,
coordination of construction documents is so hugely important and is so often neglected, it merits a fifth C in CSI’s mantra.
Design professionals often draft construction specifications with tunnel vision and concentrate on only their “own” divisions or
sections of the specifications without considering how they coordinate with other divisions and sections especially Division 00-Procurement and Contracting Requirements, and Division 01--General Requirements.
It is relatively common for Division 00 to be drafted by the owner’s employees, or an owner-hired construction manager or program
manager. Sometimes, the owner even refuses to furnish a copy of Division 00 to the design professional. Even more incredibly, in
such situations, many design professionals do not pursue the matter because they either consider Division 00 unimportant or do not
want to “rock the boat” by pressing for a copy.
Overlooked in such situations is a very important concept: all the construction documents—drawings, Division 00, specifications,
addenda, change orders, and so on—comprise a
single contract. For the greatest potential for
achieving the owner’s goal of the project being on
time, within budget, and with the fewest change
orders and claims during construction, it is necessary
that the construction documents be properly
coordinated with each other before the final design is
completed and all construction documents are issued
for bidding or procurement.
The following diagram graphically indicates how the
construction contract’s general conditions are to
coordinate with the Division 01 specifications, and
how they, in turn, coordinate with “Part 1 – General”
of all the specifications in the contract.

This concept is clearly demonstrated by Division 01 of CSI’s MasterFormat having the same organizational structure as “Part 1 –
General” of CSI’s SectionFormat.
Failing to heed the need for coordinated construction documents has strong potential for repeated requirements, conflicting
requirements, and omissions, all of which can result in undesired change proposals, change orders, claims, and disputes.
A good way to help ensure well-coordinated construction documents is to establish, budget for, and use the role of a specifications
coordinator. A specifications coordinator understands the basic content of and interrelationships among the various construction
documents, and fosters appropriate communication among design team members to achieve the necessary coordination among the
documents. The specifications coordinator may be the design professional’s project manager, project engineer or project architect, or a
dedicated “specifications coordinator” team member.
Other action necessary for developing well-coordinated construction documents is obtaining from the owner a near-final copy of the
project’s Division 00 documents not later than approximately 60-percent design, assuming that most of the specifications are developed
in detail between 60- and 90-percent complete design. Division 00 should be the first part of the project manual developed, rather than
the last, as is relatively common. In addition to early development of Division 00, it is also important to develop Division 01 to a
relatively mature level shortly after 60-percent design, so the Division 02-49 specifications can be properly coordinated with it with
reasonable time and effort, without rework.
Thus, a person preparing construction specifications should not myopically concentrate on only their special area of expertise, but must
also have sufficient knowledge of the content of the project’s Division 00 documents (especially the owner-contractor agreement,
general conditions, and supplementary conditions), the Division 01 specifications, and other specifications of Divisions 02-49 that affect
the work under “their” sections and divisions.
.
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What I Learned From CSI - Fireplace in Tight Homes
By: Gary Bergeron, CSI, CCS, GSR Technical Chair

We all look forward to a cozy wood burning fireplace when cold weather hits our area. Fireplace construction
technology has not radically changed since Rumford introduced his fireplace design in the late 1790’s. But today’s
tightly constructed homes require some considerations to make a conventional wood burning fireplace burn
correctly and not result in a smoke-filled home.
The Brick Industry Association includes several details on residential fireplace design, published in 1983, using
Rumford fireplace concepts. One of the most important ideas in the attached fireplace detail is the use of an
outdoor air intake to provide combustion air. If an air path is not provided as part of the fireplace construction, the
combustion air will be drawn from the room containing the fireplace. Additionally, if the volume of the room is not large enough, the air
will instead draw through the cracks alongside the doors and windows. The cold air drawn from around the doors and windows will
cause uncomfortable air drafts on the people in front of the fireplace. If enough combustion air cannot be provided, the fireplace will
backdraft and smoke will fill the room.
A recent project involved a one-year old house with three fireplaces. One fireplace was on the main floor; the second was in the
basement; and the third was in the exterior patio. All flues used the same chimney structure with an attractive copper chimney cap
covering all three flues. The owner would start a fire in the main floor and the smoke would go up the flue and back down the basement
fireplace flue; filling the house with smoke, even with the basement fireplace damper closed. The tightly constructed house did not have
an outdoor air intake in any of the fireplaces. In short, the main floor fireplace used the basement fireplace flue as the combustion air
path and drew smoke down with the combustion air.
Several options were evaluated to resolve the smoking fireplace problem. One was a chimney cap induction fan for each flue. This
option would require re-working of the chimney cap and installing an unsightly electrical conduit for each fan. Another option was to rework the fireplaces to include an outdoor air intake. This would require reworking the stone and mortar which is difficult to match. A
third option included installing a chimney cap damper, but this would require re-working the single-piece copper cap. The last, and
successful, option was to utilize an Energy Recovery Ventilator/Heat Recovery Ventilator (ERV/HRV) to provide a dedicated combustion
air path and pressurize the structure. Measurements via a blower door test revealed the need for a 200 Cubic Feet per Minute (CFM)
HRV unit. The HRV was connected to a 4 inch x 12 inch outside air and relief air louver. As shown in the attached HRV diagram, it
was installed in an exterior wall and connected to the return air duct of the basement HVAC unit. After the HVAC contractor completed
this installation, the owner reported the following:
I’ve burned all fireplaces with the flues both open and shut. We have also burned multiple fires at once. There have been no issues
and the problem seems to be solved. I’ve been in this house for a year and this is literally the first time we have been able to enjoy the
fireplaces. I can’t thank all of you enough for a concerted effort in solving this problem.
If you have an interesting construction or design related issue, come to the next CSI meeting to discuss it with other industry
professionals.

Sources
https://www.homeenergy.org/show/ article/nav/heating/page/7/id/1075
http://www.gobrick.com/docs/default-source/read-research-documents/technicalnotes/19-residential-fireplace-design.pdf?sfvrsn=0
https://chimneysweeponline.com/hooa.htm
http://heatkit.com/docs/airreq.PDF
https://www.woodlanddirect.com/Chimney/Top-Sealing-Chimney-Dampers?state=20711
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Specifications Language
The Meaning of “Shall”, “Will”, and “Must”
by Kevin O’Beirne

Attorneys and drafters of contracts, including construction specifications, periodically debate whether the words, “shall”, “will”, and
“must” are appropriate in contracts. The arguments never end. This writer has read various articles by attorneys presenting opinions
on the subject, but most omit a detailed discussion of the words’ actual meaning. Because “shall”, “will”, and “must” are used in
articulating key contractual obligations, it is important to use them properly.
The brief essay, “Shall and Must”, on www.plainlanguage.gov and circulated by AXA XL Insurance to its professional liability insurance
customers in 2019, includes:
“Use ‘must’ not ‘shall’ to impose requirements. ‘Shall’ is ambiguous, and rarely occurs in everyday conversation. The legal
community is moving to a strong preference for ‘must’ as the clearest way to express a requirement or obligation… For a good
discussion of ‘shall’ and ‘must’, see Bryan Garner, A Dictionary of Modern Legal Usage (2d ed. 1995), pages 939-942.”
Unfortunately, aside from citing attorney Garner’s work, the essay provides little more than unsupported assertions and broad opinion.
As presented below, this writer does not see how “shall” is unclear; rather, “shall” is a clear command and clearly communicates an
obligation, and “will” should also not be tossed on the scrap pile of contract language.
The Construction Specifications Institute’s (CSI) recommendations on specifications language are set forth in CSI’s Construction
Specifications Practice Guide, First Edition (“CSPG1”, 2011) and the Project Delivery Practice Guide, Second Edition (“PDPG2”, 2018).
CSI recommends using, “the imperative mood”, in construction contract language. CSI encourages specifiers to write requirements as,
“Provide bricks…” rather than often repeating, “Contractor shall”, i.e., “Contractor shall provide bricks…”
Specifiers cannot always avoid using “Contractor shall” or its derivatives such as “Owner will”, especially when specifications address
requirements of both parties, and perhaps of others. For example: “Owner will remove the debris pile after which Contractor shall
provide the foundation.” Recommended language style and use of “the imperative mood” is addressed in CSPG1 Sections 1.5 and 2.3,
and PDPG2 Sections 11.3.6.2 and 11.3.6.9 through 11.3.6.11.
CSPG1 Section 2.3 states in part:
“Shall and Will are used as imperatives in reference to the work required to be done by a contractor. Will is optional and is used
in connection with acts and actions required of the owner or the architect/engineer (A/E).
“Must and ‘is to’ are not recommended.”

While the CSPG1 appears definitive, it presents no rationale or citation to support its assertions on this matter. Furthermore, there is
copious evidence that “must” is widely used in contracts and specifications.
Obviously, “will” is not the only expression relavant to the owner or its design professional. In many instances, “shall” is entirely
appropriate in connection with the owner, such as: “Owner shall pay the Contractor the amount recommended by Engineer, prior to the
date such payment becomes due.” There should not be much discretion regarding the owner’s obligation to pay its contractors
amounts not subject to disagreement. In other cases, “will” may be entirely appropriate to use in relation to the contractor.
CSI’s PDPG2 (2018) includes multiple examples of appropriate phrasing for construction documents in its Sections 11.3.6.9 through
11.3.6.11 but, interestingly, does not directly address uses of “shall”, “will”, “must”, and “is to”.
When in doubt, check a widely-used dictionary. Black’s Law Dictionary, Tenth Edition (2014), does not address “must” but includes:
“Shall: Has a duty to; more broadly, is required to… This is the mandatory sense that drafters typically intend and that courts typically
uphold…”
“Will: Wish; desire; choice..” [e.g., a last will and testament].
The American Heritage Dictionary, Second College Edition (1985) is the ordinary dictionary on this writer’s office shelf. It includes:
“Must: 1. To be obliged or required by morality, law, or custom. 2. To be compelled as by a physical necessity or requirement… 3.
Used to express a command or admonition…”
“Shall: 1. Used to indicate simple futurity: ‘I shall be 28 tomorrow.’ 2. Used to express: a. determination or promise: ‘He shall answer
for his misdeeds.’ b. Inevitability: ‘That day shall come.’ c. Command, ‘Students shall report weekly to their tutors.’ d. A directive or
requirement. ‘The penalty shall not exceed two years in prison.’…”
“Will: …2. An instance of exercising will or choice. 3. Something desired or decided upon by a person of authority or supremacy. 4.
Deliberate intention or wish. 5. Discretion; inclination… 6. Bearing or attitude toward others; disposition. 7. The power to arrive at
one’s own decision to act upon it independently, despite opposition.”
Based on Black’s Law Dictionary and American Heritage Dictionary, we may conclude:
1. “Must” appears appropriate to use in contracts and specifications as a command or to communicate a requirement.
2. “Shall” appears appropriate to use in contracts and specifications as a command or to communicate a requirement. It may be at
least as clear for this as “must”.

3. “Will” is perhaps less-clear and appears to imply some level of discretion by the entity to which it applies. However, when
properly used, “will” can be clear and used to create binding obligations, as discussed in attorney Bryan Garner’s book cited
above. Despite this, this writer believes “shall” creates a level of gravity and formality that is entirely appropriate for the duties of
the parties to a construction contract or design professional services agreement.
4. “Is to” may be grammatically correct but, in a contractual sense, appears to lack the gravity and command communicated by
“shall” and “must”.
Admittedly, the above does not consider case precedents or sources other than those expressly cited, and one of the dictionaries
referenced is quite old. It may be unwise to stress your brain on this, because EJCDC C-700—2018, Standard General Conditions of
the Construction Contract, Paragraph 1.02.G, says:
“Unless stated otherwise in the Contract Documents, words or phrases that have a well-known
technical or construction industry or trade meaning are used in the Contract Documents in
accordance with such recognized meaning.”
Virtually identical wording is in Section 1.2.3 of AIA A201—2017, Standard General Conditions of the Contract for Construction. Thus,
the meaning of “shall”, “will”, and “must” can be revealed by consulting a dictionary.
In drafting contracts and specifications, remember that words have specific meaning and should be employed properly. So much for my
opinions on “shall”, “will”, “must”, and “is to”. Let the debate continue!
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